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The Story of Republicans’ Never-Ending Attempt to Obamacare Repeal 

 

With the inauguration of President Trump on January 20th, 2017 the United States 

House, Senate, and Presidency fell under unified Republican control for the first time in 

over a decade. Finally, it seemed, Republicans would be able to translate their fierce 

opposition to President Obama into tangible policy change and steer the country in a new, 

conservative direction. With eight years of promises made during President Obama’s 

tenure, new even more grandiose promises made by Trump, and the always-looming 

midterm elections, it appeared Congress would pass conservative legislation at an 

unrelenting pace over the next two years. From immigration and border security, to 

infrastructure, terrorism, tax reform, entitlement reform, and other areas, Republicans 

finally had the chance to shape the country and its future in any way they chose.    

However, it was another issue that Republicans ultimately chose to be their top 

legislative priority. Driven by a combination of personal animosity to the outgoing 

President and sincere policy disagreements, repealing the Affordable Care Act became 

the first major policy item on the Republican agenda. For seven years nearly every 

Republican member of Congress had campaigned vehemently against President Obama’s 

crowning legislative achievement, so repeal of the healthcare law seemed inevitable. In 

the beginning of January, Republican leaders such as then Vice President-elect Mike 

Pence and House Speaker Paul Ryan projected nothing but confidence that Obamacare 

could and would be repealed quickly.iii However, before the end of even that month, just 
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one week into their unified control of the United States government, Republicans were 

already “filled with doubts” over how they could actually fulfill their promise.iii  

The issue, as they found out, was despite parroting the same buzzwords of 

“repealing and replacing Obamacare” Republicans had never agreed upon what they 

would replace it with, and in truth not even on what parts they wanted to repeal. Deep 

divisions in their caucus proved to make governing much harder than opposition, 

especially with an agenda deeply unpopular with the public.  

Republicans’ first healthcare effort, named the American Health Care Act, 

highlighted the deep divisions between the ideological ends of the Republican caucus, as 

well as their lack of serious policy ideas to genuinely improve healthcare. Freedom 

Caucus members rejected the bill for not repealing enough of Obamacare’s regulations, 

while more moderate members rejected the bill since it would cut coverage from 24 

million Americans and provide tax breaks to the rich.iv Paul Ryan eventually pulled the 

bill on March 24th after weeks of lobbying by House Republican leadership and President 

Trump failed to gather enough votesv; Republicans’ efforts to repeal and replace 

Obamacare seemed to be dead.  

The bill, however, had not been stopped only by ideological differences within the 

Republican caucus, but also by the mobilization of thousands of people from around the 

country in opposition to the bill. Americans came to DCvi, sat in in their congressman’s 

officevii, and held rallies and protests throughout the county all in an attempt to make their 

voices heardviiiix. These efforts were crucial to getting moderate Republicans to vote 

against the bill despite enormous pressure from their leadership and the White House. 

Constituents made it clear to their representatives that they would be in more trouble with 
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their voters come 2018 if they voted for the bill than they would be with Paul Ryan and 

President Trump if they voted against it.  

Republicans, however, were far from finished trying to repeal Obamacare. After 

some tweaks and an agreement between Freedom Caucus chairman Mark Meadows and 

then Tuesday Group co-chairman Tom MacArthur, Republicans once again pushed for 

the AHCA. The bill came to the House floor on May 4th and passed 217-213 after gaining 

more support from Freedom Caucus members and even some moderates despite 

becoming a more conservative bill. The push to pass something, to fulfill a campaign 

promise and to please the interests of campaign donors and Republican primary voters 

proved too powerful. The effect the bill would have the lives of millions of Americans 

mattered little.  

Despite passing the bill through the House, Republicans remained just as far from 

signing it into law. Even though they voted for the bill, many Republicans still did not 

truly support the policies within it. The White House and Republican leadership were 

only able to garner enough moderate votes by promising that the Senate would drastically 

“improve” the bill.x While they had achieved an important procedural step in passing a 

bill through the House, Republicans made almost no progress in reaching a real policy 

agreement. As the bill passed the House, Republicans still did not even know what was in 

itxi, senators said the bill had “zero” chance to pass the Senatexii, and the public remained 

decidedly against it.xiii Nevertheless the President, and House Republicans celebrated as 

the bill moved into the Senate.xiv 

With the process now under their control, Mitch McConnell, Senate Republican 

leadership, and their staffs quickly began working on a new healthcare bill. Rather than 
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working through “regular order” and the committee process, McConnell decided to write 

the bill in secret. A group of 13 Republican senators formed to write the bill, but it seems 

it was truly McConnell and his staff that took the lead in composing it. In fact, in the days 

leading up to the bill’s release even members of the 13-senator group such as Mike Lee 

said they didn’t know what was in it.xv After more than a month behind closed doors 

Republicans finally released the draft version of their bill on June 22nd and hoped to pass 

the bill by the end of that month, before senators had to face their constituents over the 

Fourth of July Recess.  

The bill, however, quickly floundered as that very day four Republicans, Senators 

Cruz, Lee, Paul, and Johnson, openly opposed the bill for not being conservative 

enough.xvi Susan Collins and Dean Heller quickly joined them in opposition, though for 

different reasons, and by that Tuesday Senators Capito, Portman, and Moran also had 

come out against it.xvii McConnell, like Ryan before him, was forced to pull his bill and 

look for changes that could gain more support. On July 13th, a week after returning from 

their recess, Republican leadership once again released their bill. The new version, 

Republicans fourth attempt at a repeal bill, no longer included generous tax cuts for the 

rich and included over $100 billion more for states, yet the CBO found that 22 million 

Americans still would lose coveragexviii. Despite the changes, Senators Paul and Collins 

quickly announced that they remained in opposition to the bill. When it was then 

announced that Senator McCain would need surgery Republicans again found themselves 

without enough support for their measure. By July 18th, just five days after its release, the 

bill had “collapsed” as Senators Lee and Moran announced their opposition, leaving 

Republicans short of the 50 votes they needed even if McCain returned to Washington.xix  
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This time, even Mitch McConnell seemed to acknowledge this was the end of the 

road for at least this kind of Obamacare repeal, saying that "regretfully, it is now apparent 

that the effort to repeal and immediately replace the failure of Obamacare will not be 

successful."xx Instead, he announced he would hold a vote on “repeal and delay” 

legislation. McConnell originally said he would hold the vote that week, seemingly 

acknowledging that the vote would fail and Republicans would then move on to other 

issues.  

Republicans, however, ultimately agreed to vote the next week on multiple 

proposals, the previous Senate bill, repeal and delay, and a new bill – “skinny repeal”. By 

promising a vote on all three plans McConnell was able to get exactly the 50 votes he 

needed to open debate, the first procedural step in order to pass a bill. On July 25th, as 

debate was opened by Vice President Pence’s tiebreaking vote, Republicans were finally 

just one successful vote away from passing a bill through the Senate. As was already 

apparent, the first two votes, on the Senate bill and repeal and delay, would both fail, 

getting only 43 and 45 votes respectively.xxi It was unclear, however, whether “skinny 

repeal” would have enough votes, yet it seemed to be gaining momentum. The new 

proposal, which would repeal the individual mandate as well as some other regulations, 

was designed specifically not to become law, but instead to act only as a vehicle to 

advance through the process. Just like House leadership had said the Senate would 

improve healthcare policy, the Senate was now saying that the bill would be improved 

later, in a conference committee with the House. In fact, senators were offering to vote 

for the measure only after they were assured it would not be passed in the House.xxii 

Republicans had once again placed their desire for procedural progress over forming any 
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sort of policy consensus. Their process had become so convoluted that they were voting 

for policies they specifically did not want to see become law.  

Unfazed by this backwards process, Republicans pushed forward for a vote on 

skinny repeal late Thursday night into Friday morning. All signs pointed to a close vote 

as Mike Pence arrived on Capitol Hill ready to cast a potential tiebreaking vote in favor 

of the bill. It appeared Senators Murkowski and Collins would most likely vote no, as 

they had on every vote so far, but there was no clear third senator ready to kill the bill. 

Possible no votes Senators Portman, Cruz, Paul, Lee, Graham, Johnson, and Heller had 

all already publicly supported the bill meaning there were few senators remaining who 

seemed poised to vote against it. One possibility was Senator Capito of West Virginia – 

the other was John McCain.  

After returning from brain surgery to be the critical 50th vote to open debate on the 

healthcare bill, McCain gave an impassioned speech on the Senate floor where he called 

for Republicans to “return to regular order,” and work across the aisle. He said the 

current process probably wasn’t “going to work in the end. And it probably shouldn’t.”xxiii 

Despite making his frustration clear, McCain still voted to open debate and it was 

uncertain whether he was willing to be responsible for killing a bill his leadership so 

desperately wanted. As the night progressed and senators began to enter the Senate floor 

for the consequential vote on skinny repeal reporters asked McCain how he would vote. 

He responded by saying he had deicide but would not reveal which way, only that they 

should “watch the show.”xxiv  

Watching above from the Senate gallery and from CSPAN (with the microphones 

off) reporters began obsessively watching the body language and positioning of senators 
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on the floor, some even lip-reading. McCain was seen having a conversation with Leader 

Schumer and both were smiling, McCain seemingly nodded in agreement as Schumer 

spoke out against the bill and the Republican process.xxv No one knew whether it meant 

something or nothing, but as all of the senators filed in it became clear that Republicans 

were delaying their all-important vote – they didn’t yet have the votes. It became clear 

that something was happening. While Senate Leadership huddled together McCain was 

seen happily talking with Murkowski.xxvi  Some senators began to converge on McCain, 

others on potential no votes Collins and Murkowski in what appeared to be a final 

attempt to lobby them.xxvii McCain seemed to be getting the most attention, as McConnell, 

Pence, and even President Trump by phone all tried to convince the Arizona Senator to 

vote for the bill.xxviii  

Then, after more than 45 minutes of waiting on the Senate floor McCain walked 

over to a group of over a dozen Democrats, they seemed joyous, and some were even 

hugging each other.xxix A few minutes later, now after 1:30 on Friday morning, 

Republicans finally moved to their vote. The waiting was over. As the voting began 

McCain and Pence left the Senate floor togetherxxx, only McCain would return. There 

would be no tie for the Vice President to break.xxxi As the voting proceeded McCain 

walked over to the front of the room. When his name was called he extended his arm 

straight at out and then dramatically gave a thumbs down just feet away from a visibly 

disappointed Mitch McConnell. There were audible gasps from reporters and even some 

Senate Democrats. The bill failed by one vote, 49-51.  

This defeat seemed more permanent than the ones that came before. After the vote 

McConnell said, “There was no next step”.xxxii While pushed incredibly hard by the 
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Republican leadership, the bill had been killed by three senators who owed little to 

leadership or to their party’s most conservative members. Collins, perhaps the most 

moderate member of the Senate, was broadly popular in Maine for reaching out to both 

parties. Murkowski had won her last election in Alaska as a write-in candidate after 

losing the Republican primary to a tea party candidate. John McCain, now 80 years old 

and diagnosed with brain cancer, would not be running for reelection. In their own ways 

each was free from the political dynamics many of their Republican colleagues felt 

pushing them to vote for anything that repealed Obamacare. Instead of trying to gain 

some partisan advantage, these three senators voted in the public interest and in the 

process protected and bettered thousands of lives.  

McCain himself said that Republicans had not been able to pass a bill because 

they had not found “a way to end [Obamacare] and replace it with something else without 

paying a terrible political price.”xxxiii If not for the political pressure exerted by thousands 

of Americans, Republicans would have passed their bill, and upwards of 20 million 

American would have lost their healthcare coverage. It was parents of sick children 

coming to Washington to tell their stories, hundreds of disability advocates who were 

willing to get arrested for their cause, constituents calling and visiting their congressional 

offices, sometimes refusing to leave until their voices had been heard. Town halls across 

the country from California to Iowa and Kansas showed the American people were firmly 

against repeal. John McCain will get most of the credit for killing Obamacare repeal, but 

it was these human stories from real people willing to put their lives on hold to fight for 

themselves, their children, and millions of others like them that were most important. The 
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power of their message, the underlying truth behind what they had to say in the end is 

what won the day.  

While Republicans seem done for now, they still have more time to try again to 

pass a healthcare bill with only 50 votes, and until they lose control over the House or 

Senate Obamacare will always be at risk. However, the fundamentals of the story seem 

unlikely to change. For now, even in what some call a post-truth politics, truth has 

prevailed. In this case truly, “the power of the people [proved] greater than the people in 

power.”  
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